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Create an account
First of all go to the LitDB webpage:
https://litdb.ikmb.uni-kiel.de

To create a new LitDB
account click the ‚register‘link on the login page.

Fill out the registration
form and press the
‚Register‘-button.
The newly created
account will then be
activated by an
administrator.
After activation you will
receive an email.

Logged in? And now?

After the first login perform the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Update your profile
Edit your aliases
Upload your papers
Associate papers with your account
Update your citations and statistic

Profile

To open the profile page click on the ‚PROFILE‘-link in the
menu-bar (1).
Hovering over the ‚PROFILE‘-link also opens a sub-menu
containing a link for changing your password (2).
You may set your ORCID identifier (3), to enable LitDB to
connect to your ORCID account (but at the moment there
are no ORCID related features available).
Aliases are very important, they are used for associating
papers, contained in the LitDB, to your account. Press the
‚edit‘-button (4) next to the alias list to add or remove
aliases.

Aliases

You can find a link to the alias page on your ‚PROFILE‘and ‚My Space‘-page.
Please make sure you enter all possible aliases of your
name, which could appear in the author string of an
article. This also means, that the ‚Fore Name‘-field will
contain only the first letter of your first and/or middle
names for some aliases (look at the picture above).

My Space - Papers

To open the ‘My Space’-page click on the ‚My Space‘-link
in the menu-bar (1).
Here you get an overview of your papers, grants, lists,
patents, and teams.
On the ‘Papers’-tab you will see a summary table of all
your papers containing information about impact
factors and citations. Furthermore you can associate
papers with your account (2) and search/filter for
papers already associated.

My Space - Statistics

The ‘Statistics’-tab shows different diagrams regarding
your papers, citations, impact factors, co- and citingauthors.
To recalculate the statistics press the ‘update’-button.
You may double click on bars or pie slices to jump to a
page with related data.

Paper

The ‘Paper Details’-page displays most of the according
papers information stored in the LitDB.
By pressing the ‘edit’-button (1) you may add or alter
certain paper data.
Here you can also update the paper citations (2) or
download an PDF file of the article, if available.

Paper - Import

To import new publications into the LitDB go to ‚Papers‘
in the side menu and choose the option ‚import‘.
There you may search for certain paper identifiers
(PMID, PMCID, DOI), ORCID-Ids, or author names.
You may enter multiple values into the search field,
separated by white space. When searching for an author
you may enter the last name and first name separated by
comma and in double quotes, e.g.: „doe,john“.

Paper - Import

After a search there may appear two lists of papers. The
first list contains papers that can be imported into the
LitDB. To do this just click the ‘upload to database’button (1).
The second list contains papers already available in the
LitDB. If the paper you are searching for appears in this
second list, but does not appear in the ‘association’-list
on your ‘My Space’-site, please press the details button
(2) to left of the paper title. This leads you to the details
page of the paper. Here you can check the author string
for your name and compare it to your aliases.

Paper - Import

When searching for a high number of PMIDs or DOIs it
is possible to upload a .txt file containing the IDs (one
ID per row).
Also PubMed XML, EndNote XML, or BIB files can be
uploaded. In this case all PMIDs get extracted from the
file and a normal search is performed on this ID list.

Paper - Association
To associate a paper with your account (or edit it) click
on the pencil button (1) in the ‘papers to associate’-list
on your ‘My Space’-page or the ‘edit’-button on a ‘Paper
Details’-page.

This leads you to the ‘Paper associate/edit’-page.

Here you may set your author position by selecting it
from the dropdown-list and pressing the ‘associate’button.
Furthermore you may set paper type, upload a PDF file
of the article, or associate it with third party projects
and teams.

Paper - Search

The paper search can be reached by clicking the
‘Papers’-button in the left menu.
Search:
You may enter multiple values separated by ',' into one
search field. The field will always use '=' as search
condition.
When using the 'LIKE' or '*LIKE*' condition, use '*' as
wildcard for zero or more characters and '_' for a single
character.
The '*LIKE*' condition adds wildcards on both sides
automatically.

